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descriptions des faits commentés ou de faire apparaître l’étrangeté d’un comporte-
ment est riche d’une documentation que presque aucun autre auteur ancien ne nous a 
conservée vu la perte des antiquaires et notamment de Varron. John Scheid nous 
propose ici une interprétation tout à fait originale de l’œuvre qui rend compte de sa 
structure : les Questions romaines constituent une promenade savante et littéraire dans 
Rome et son plan suit le parcours dans la ville, les monuments servant de points 
d’ancrage à la réflexion et à la mémorisation de l’histoire. Autrement dit, et ceci 
explique le titre de l’ouvrage moderne, la lecture de Plutarque conduit un visiteur 
virtuel à circuler dans Rome de quartier en quartier et à se remémorer faits, coutumes 
et traditions attachés aux bâtiments les plus prestigieux. Il est évident à la lecture de la 
version française que l’on a fort envie de partir sur le champ dans la Ville éternelle et 
de s’y promener savamment le livre à la main selon l’itinéraire induit par Plutarque. 
Mais si l’on revient en esprit dans la bibliothèque, on reprendra aussi ces deux livres 
avec des perspectives moins déambulatoires et plus sévères, car le contenu des pages 
de Plutarque demeure, nous l’avons dit, un incomparable filon, notamment d’ordre 
religieux. Qui d’autre que John Scheid pouvait nous en donner une traduction précise 
et une exégèse pointue ? Et sur ce point il convient de distinguer les deux éditions. La 
version allemande est une édition savante complète avec texte grec repris de la collec-
tion Teubner (J.B. Titchener, 1935), traduction complète, et commentaire critique très 
détaillé appuyé sur une littérature copieuse, le tout suivi d’une interprétation de 
l’œuvre dans le sens de la « promenade » avec circuit et plans, bibliographie, index. 
La version parisienne est une mouture allégée qui accompagnera agréablement la 
visite de Rome, avec une traduction française bienvenue, mais pratiquement sans 
commentaire savant. L’historien, le philologue, le philosophe qui cherche à entrer 
avec un maximum d’acuité dans le texte de Plutarque et dans les us, coutumes et 
rituels romains, ne pourra pas faire l’économie de l’édition allemande dont les apports 
scientifiques précis, fouillés et riches d’une historiographie des plus utile représentent 
une somme considérable d’informations et de suggestions désormais indispensable : 
je pense en particulier aux très étranges rituels féminins. De là à les interpréter correc-
tement ? Répondre à une question par une autre question est certes un jeu philo-
sophique très apprécié, mais cela reste bien frustrant pour le chercheur moderne. 

 Marie-Thérèse RAEPSAET-CHARLIER 
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With this book Dimitri Kasprzyk and Christophe Vendries have provided a new 

translation and study of Dio of Prusa’s 32nd oration. In this speech, delivered before 
an audience in Alexandria at the end of the first century, Dio severely criticises the 
Alexandrians’ behaviour at musical performances and chariot races. In the intro-
duction, the authors very briefly discuss Dio’s life and work. Although our knowledge  
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of Dio, his works and their context has expanded much due to the steady growth in 
historical and literary scholarship on Dio in specific (C. Bost-Pouderon, A. Gangloff 
and S. Swain) and on the Second Sophistic in general (G.W. Bowersock, E. Bowie, 
L. Pernot and T. Whitmarsh), the Alexandrian oration still remains largely to be 
discovered. With this contribution, the authors have made a successful attempt to 
correct this situation and have revealed the thematic and literary originality of the 
Alexandrian oration by situating the text both within Dio’s oeuvre and within modern 
scholarship on Dio and the Second Sophistic. In the three substantial chapters that 
follow the annotated translation of the oration, the authors focus on the one hand on 
the historical value of the text as a source of information for the sociocultural aspects 
of civic life in imperial Alexandria, and on the other hand on its literary value as a 
product of the rhetorical and stylistic practices of the period. In the first chapter 
Chr. Vendries discusses the dating and setting of the speech, and then shows how 
Dio’s criticism of excessive behaviour during musical performances is connected to 
contemporary literary models and traditions, and to Stoic ideas on the functions of 
music. Turning to other literary attestations of urban unrest in Alexandria, 
Chr. Vendries explores the possibility that Dio was on an official mission from the 
emperor. Whatever the official reason for Dio’s intervention may have been, it 
appears to have been without result as urban unrest continued to be a leitmotiv in later 
descriptions of Alexandria. The second chapter, on politics and philosophy, is written 
by D. Kasprzyk and consists of two parts. In the first the author shows how Dio 
presents the Alexandrians’ preoccupation with games and their lack of interest in 
serious things as a vice. The only cure for this vice is education and reason. By taking 
on the role of philosopher and educator, Dio justifies his critical intervention. 
Kasprzyk also illustrates how Dio’s criticism was informed by Cynic and Stoic ideas 
on the vices of man and by a longstanding philosophical tradition that was hostile to 
the masses. In the second part of the chapter, Kasprzyk vividly describes how Dio 
makes aesthetics coincide with and reinforce his ethical and political invective of the 
Alexandrians. By showing the Alexandrians how they, as spectators, have in fact 
become the main spectacle through their excessive behaviour in the theatre, Dio gives 
his speech a highly dramatic and visual dimension. In this way Dio presents the 
situation in the theatre as a fundamental reversal of roles: the Alexandrians who 
attend musical performances and chariot races have replaced the actors and compe-
titors. In the third chapter Kasprzyk analyses several of Dio’s rhetorical strategies. 
Particularly informative is his discussion of Dio’s strategic use of various autho-
ritative masks (e.g. poet, messenger of the gods, adviser of cities, and the philosopher-
physician) and interlocutors (e.g. a Persian, a Bactrian). The masks and the inter-
locutors behind which Dio hides not only give greater value to his message, but are 
also used to introduce harsh, almost insulting, judgements without actually taking full 
responsibility for them. Kasprzyk argues that we should not see this as an attempt by 
Dio to appease his audience, but as a method to increase the effect of his invective. 
The employment of various interlocutors moreover amplifies Dio’s criticism by 
showing that the Alexandrians are watched by the entire world. Kasprzyk then goes 
on to examine Dio’s play with the genre-elements of praise and invective. Several 
topoi of praise in general and of Alexandria in particular, such as the innumerableness 
of its people and the beauty and quality of its harbour, are revealed by Dio as being 
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mere flattery. For him a true eulogy cannot have a city as subject, but only its people; 
men’s moral and political virtues are praiseworthy, material things are not. Dio there-
fore refuses to praise Alexandria and presents himself as a useful orator instead of a 
flattering sophist in search of personal glory. Kasprzyk connects this attitude to the 
cynical tradition of the diatribe. The goal of the diatribe is to be useful by educating 
the audience. In this respect, frankness of speech, parrhesia, is depicted as a crucial 
virtue of the philosopher. Even the insult can be used as a rhetorical weapon that is 
justified by its usefulness, since any refusal of criticism would be harmful to the 
audience. According to Kasprzyk, Dio’s harshness and lack of care for rhetorical 
precautions is not only a philosophical attitude but also a defining element of his 
direct and engaging style of speaking. Addressing the subject of Dio’s style Kasprzyk 
shows that although Dio claims to adopt a simple style, befitting an educator and 
philosopher, he does not hesitate to employ several stylistic devices to enhance the 
effectiveness of his philosophical message. In the conclusion, the authors return to the 
socio-historical reality of the oration. Dio’s criticism of spectacles and music is in part 
caused by the particular political and economic problems of the Alexandrians, but it is 
also the result of several elitist and moralistic ideas. The authors argue that the 
Alexandrian oration tells us above all something about Dio and his particular world-
view. According to the authors it is Dio’s extremely critical attitude, and the virtuosity 
that accompanies it, that makes the Alexandrian oration one of Dio’s greatest literary 
successes. Especially the variety in literary devices used by Dio in the oration’s 
construction contributes to the aesthetic value of the speech. However, as the authors 
rightly point out, the aesthetic value of the speech appears to contradict Dio’s goal of 
rhetorical efficiency and his disapproval of useless eloquence. Towards the end of the 
speech, Dio’s tone becomes more and more pessimistic and cynical. If Dio himself 
believed that his advice would be ignored, how can his intervention be justified as 
useful? Kasprzyk and Vendries suggest that the function of this speech lies less in the 
moral-political content it delivers, and more in the assertion of the privilege and duty 
of a member of the intellectual, social and political elite to guard certain moral values. 
In this way Dio represents himself as a defender of the most timeless Greek values. In 
conclusion, Spectacles et désordre à Alexandrie can be recommended to anyone 
interested in Dio of Prusa, the Second Sophistic or the sociocultural aspects of civic 
life in imperial Alexandria. Thierry OPPENEER 
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The so-called Bibliotheca by Ps.-Apollodorus is a handbook of Greek mythology 

that may be dated roughly in the first to third centuries AD and that is commonly 
considered the most valuable mythographical compendium that has been passed down 
from antiquity. As a matter of fact, it is the surviving ancient mythographical work 
with the widest scope, tackling almost the whole of mainstream Greek myth from the 
marriage of Sky and Earth down to the death of Ulysses after his return from Troy, 
and elaborating upon the most important milestones along the way, such as the 


